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Change or make optional 'Play previous item in the playqueue' action (skip back button)
05/07/2014 07:56 AM - Leonid Protasov

Status: Fixed Start date: 05/07/2014
Priority: Normal Due date:
Assignee: Andreas Smas % Done: 100%
Category: General Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Target version: 4.6
Description

At this time when you press skip back button on remote or Shift+F2 on ubuntu, ST does following, regarding the situation:

video player - seeks to the beginning at 0 offset and starts playing
audio player - seeks to the beginning at 0 offset and starts playing
icecast player - tryies to seek to 0 position (you feel delay of processing that and finally switches to previous stream in playqueue

IMHO that is logically better to make it switch to previous track in playqueue/canonicalUrl. That will eliminate delay in icecast and all
other players...

Associated revisions
Revision 16d4395e - 05/15/2014 12:06 AM - Andreas Smas

Improve track skipping on non-seekable media players

We now cancel the stream to make event processing faster for
skip_backward event

Fixes #2139

History
#1 - 05/07/2014 07:59 AM - Leonid Protasov

Forgot to mention:
dvd player  
xmp player

both behave the same as icecast as don't support seeking atm...

#2 - 05/14/2014 09:01 AM - Leonid Protasov

ST stuck when pressing skip back on endless HLS/RTMP/MPEGTS too /plugin_assets/redmine_wiki_extensions/images/sad.png

#3 - 05/14/2014 09:03 AM - Andreas Smas
- Target version set to 4.6

#4 - 05/15/2014 12:06 AM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from New to Accepted
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The DVD player will need to get some separate love some day in the future..

XMP should skip without seeking to beginning

#5 - 05/15/2014 12:08 AM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from Accepted to Fixed
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset commit:git|16d4395e0a1bc47ac3f7f63e809cb5d7e1a323a7.

#6 - 05/15/2014 03:04 AM - Leonid Protasov

I suppose on endless HLS/RTMP/MPEGTS there's no sense to jump/seek to 0 position. It should behave like you fixed that for icecast... Audio
playqueue behaves the same too /plugin_assets/redmine_wiki_extensions/images/sad.png
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